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ABSTRACT

Identified as essential mechanisms promoting alterna-

tive stable states, positive feedbacks have been the focus

of most former studies on the potential for catastrophic

shifts in drylands. Conversely, little is known about

how negative feedbacks could counterbalance the ef-

fects of positive feedbacks. A decrease in vegetation

cover increases the connectivity of bare-soil areas and

entails a global loss of runoff-driven resources from the

ecosystem but also a local increase in runoff transferred

from bare-soil areas to vegetation patches. In turn,

these global resource losses and local resource gains

decrease and increase vegetation cover, respectively,

resulting in a global positive and a local negative feed-

back loop. We propose that the interplay of these two

interconnected ecohydrological feedbacks of opposite

sign determines the vulnerability of dryland ecosystems

to catastrophic shifts. To test this hypothesis, we

developed a spatially explicit model and assessed the

effects of varying combinations of feedback strengths

on the dynamics, resilience, recovery potential, and

spatial structure of the system. Increasing strengths of

the local negative feedback relative to the global posi-

tive feedback decreased the risk of catastrophic shifts,

facilitated recovery from a degraded state, and pro-

moted the formation of banded vegetation patterns.

Both feedbacks were most relevant at low vegetation

cover due to the nonlinear increase in hydrological

connectivity with decreasing vegetation. Our mod-

elling results suggest that catastrophic shifts to degraded

states are less likely in drylands with strong source–sink

dynamics and/or strong response of vegetation growth

to resource redistribution and that feedback manipu-

lation can be useful to enhance dryland restoration.

Key words: alternative stable states; catastrophic

shifts; dryland restoration; negative feedbacks;

positive feedbacks; spatially explicit model; vege-

tation pattern.

HIGHLIGHTS

� Two ecohydrological feedbacks of opposite sign

modulate regime shifts in drylands.

� Sudden regime shifts are unlikely when patch-

scale negative feedbacks dominate.

� Increasing the strength of negative ecohydrolog-

ical feedbacks favours restoration.
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INTRODUCTION

Drylands face the challenge of accommodating and

providing services to a large and increasing fraction

of the global population in a context of restrictive

climatic conditions and limited natural resources. It

is estimated that 10–20% of the world drylands are

severely degraded and the ongoing global change is

expected to further increase human and climatic

pressures on drylands and hence the risk of deser-

tification (MEA 2005; Middleton and Sternberg

2013; IPCC 2014; Prăvălie 2016). Understanding

the factors and mechanisms that govern dryland

dynamics, in particular the risk of sudden regime

shifts to a degraded state and the recovery potential

from this degradation, is therefore of utmost

importance.

Theory and observations have suggested that

drylands could experience catastrophic shifts from

comparatively healthy to degraded states in re-

sponse to gradual increases in human-induced and/

or climatic pressure (von Hardenberg and others

2001; Scheffer and Carpenter 2003; Rietkerk and

others 2004; Kéfi and others 2007a, b; Bestelmeyer

and others 2011; Gao and others 2011; Mora and

Lázaro 2013). Decreasing the pressure levels to the

ones prior to the shift can be insufficient to recover

the healthy state; in this case, degradation and

recovery pathways differ (that is, hysteresis) be-

cause two alternative stable ecosystem states

coexist for a certain range of environmental con-

ditions (that is, bistability). A stable state is typically

reinforced by internal feedbacks, which regulate

their response to changes in environmental con-

ditions and confer the system the capacity to absorb

a certain magnitude of disturbance or stress with-

out shifting to an alternative state (that is, resi-

lience).

Feedbacks are positive when the reciprocal ef-

fects of the elements in the feedback loop have the

same sign, either positive or negative. They are

then self-reinforcing feedbacks and amplify chan-

ges in the state variables (DeAngelis and others

1986; Lenton 2013). Strong positive feedbacks are a

necessary, but not sufficient, requirement for

alternative stable states (May 1977; Rietkerk and

others 1996; Scheffer 2009; Kéfi and others 2016),

with shifts between states occurring when a control

variable passes a threshold level and triggers a

change in the direction of the positive feedback,

pushing the system towards a different attractor,

towards a new stability domain (Scheffer and oth-

ers 2001). In drylands, positive feedbacks between

vegetation growth and water transport towards the

growing vegetation patch explain shifts between

vegetated and bare soils when external conditions

reduce patch biomass below a critical threshold

(Rietkerk and van de Koppel 1997; Meron 2016).

At the landscape scale, positive feedbacks between

decreasing vegetation cover and processes such as

increasing erosion, decreasing precipitation medi-

ated by changes in albedo, and increasing hetero-

geneity in soil resources are often invoked as

mechanisms giving rise to catastrophic shifts to-

wards degraded states in drylands (Otterman 1977;

Schlesinger and others 1990; Rietkerk and van de

Koppel 1997; Davenport and others 1998; Briske

and others 2006; Lenton 2013; Mayor and others

2013). Conversely, negative feedbacks (that is, with

reciprocal effects differing in sign) such as increas-

ing competition with increasing plant cover, which

constrains further increase in plant cover, are self-

correcting feedbacks that tend to dampen the im-

pact of environmental changes and disturbances,

and contribute to stabilize the state variables

around equilibrium points. Multiple positive and

negative feedbacks are interconnected and operate

simultaneously in ecosystems, often at different

spatial scales and involving different hydrological,

biogeochemical, and ecological processes (Rietkerk

and van de Koppel 2008; Svejcar and others 2014).

The relative importance of these feedbacks may

change across environmental gradients and

ecosystem types, which adds uncertainty to pre-

dictions on the magnitude and direction of the re-

sponse of major ecosystem pools and fluxes to

climatic and human-induced changes (Waddington

and others 2015). Combining self-correcting (neg-

ative) and self-reinforcing (positive) feedbacks has

been explicitly or implicitly considered in several

models and conceptual frameworks of ecosystem

dynamics (Lejeune and others 2002; Briske and

others 2006; Rietkerk and van de Koppel 2008;

Turnbull and others 2012; Stewart and others

2014). However, their relative role and the effects

of variations in their respective strengths on the

ecosystem response to environmental changes,

including the potential for catastrophic shifts, have

not yet been investigated.

In drylands, as water-limited ecosystems, eco-

hydrological processes are critical to ecosystem

functioning (Rodriguez-Iturbe 2000; Whitford

2002). We propose that vegetation cover and pat-

tern in drylands, and thus ecosystem functioning

and state, are controlled by the interplay of two

main ecohydrological feedbacks mediated by bare-

soil connectivity that operate at different scales

(Figure 1). At the ecosystem scale, a positive feed-

back links vegetation cover and resource conser-

vation, so that changes in vegetation cover that
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increase the size and connectivity of bare-soil areas

(that is, runoff-source areas), and thus the pro-

duction of runoff and sediments, would increase

the global loss of resources from the ecosystem

(Bautista and others 2007; Mayor and others 2008;

Garcı́a-Fayos and others 2010; Turnbull and others

2010; Urgeghe and others 2010), which in turn

would reduce the overall plant productivity and the

vegetation cover and increase the bare-soil con-

nectivity, closing the positive loop (global positive

feedback, Figure 1). However, an increase in bare-

soil connectivity also entails an increase in the

potential amount of runoff transferred from bare-

soil areas to vegetation patches, which would lead

to local gains of resources at the patch scale and

enhance plant growth (Puigdefabregas and others

1999; Ludwig and others 2005; King and others

2012; Espigares and others 2013; Urgeghe and

Bautista 2015), and in turn increase vegetation

cover and decrease bare-soil connectivity, com-

pleting a negative feedback loop (local negative

feedback, Figure 1). Considering this conceptual

framework, we hypothesized that the net effect of

global positive and local negative ecohydrological

feedbacks determines the vulnerability of dryland

ecosystems to catastrophic shifts, so a higher

strength of the global feedback would drive the

systems to sudden regime shifts, whereas a higher

strength of the local feedback would contribute to

both prevent those shifts and facilitate the recovery

of degraded drylands. Also, given the intrinsic

directional nature of the processes mediated by

hydrological connectivity, in particular of the local

transfer of resources from bare-soil areas to

downslope patches, a higher strength of the local

feedback would promote a higher degree of aniso-

tropy (that is, formation of bands) in the resulting

spatial pattern of vegetation cover.

To test these hypotheses, we developed a spa-

tially explicit model that interconnects the

dynamics of vegetation cover and spatial pattern

with the potential redistribution of resources dri-

ven by the hydrological connectivity of the dryland

ecosystem. We built our model on a previous

probabilistic cellular automaton of dryland vege-

tation dynamics (Kéfi and others 2007b) that al-

ready included a local positive feedback between

plant establishment and microsite amelioration by

neighbouring vegetation, a crucial process in dry-

land ecosystems (Callaway 2007). Our model

additionally includes the double-feedback loop

depicted in Figure 1: a global positive feedback and

a local negative feedback between changes in bare-

soil connectivity and vegetation growth at the

ecosystem and at the vegetation patch scales,

respectively, and considers the directional nature of

the redistribution of resources by water.

Using our modelling framework, we investigated

how different strengths of positive and negative

scale-dependent ecohydrological feedbacks influ-

ence (1) dryland dynamics and potential for

catastrophic regime shifts along gradients of envi-

ronmental conditions, (2) ecosystem resilience,

measured as the amount of pressure that the

ecosystem can stand without shifting to a degraded

state, (3) recovery potential, measured at the

threshold environmental conditions required for

triggering the recovery from a degraded state, and

(4) the spatial pattern of the vegetation at steady

state.

METHODS

Modelling Connectivity-Mediated
Feedbacks in Drylands

We developed a spatially explicit model to assess

the potential effects of the interplay of varying

strengths of positive and negative ecohydrological

feedbacks on dryland response to environmental

pressure. The model builds on a probabilistic cel-

lular automaton developed by Kéfi and others

(2007b) that represents a dryland ecosystem by a

square lattice in which cells can be found in three

possible states: vegetated (+), empty (0), or de-

graded (-). Empty cells represent bare-soil areas

with soils suitable for plant colonization, while

degraded cells represent eroded soils where plants

cannot establish. Degraded cells need to have

regenerated before they can be colonized by vege-

tation, and thus the transition (-) fi (+) is not

Figure 1. Ecohydrological feedbacks between bare-soil

connectivity, runoff-driven resource redistribution, and

vegetation growth at the ecosystem (global positive

feedback, left) and at the vegetation patch scales (local

negative feedback, right).

Connectivity-Mediated Ecohydrological Feedbacks and Regime Shifts in Drylands 1499



allowed. The model represents local facilitation

(that is, biophysical processes in the neighbour-

hood of a plant that favours the establishment of

other plants) as an increased regeneration rate of

degraded cells when they are in the neighbourhood

of vegetated cells. The transitions between the cell

states are as follows: the mortality of vegetated cells

((+) fi (0)), the degradation of empty cells,

((0) fi (-)), the regeneration of degraded cells

((-) fi (0)), and the colonization of empty cells

((0) fi (+)), which occur, respectively, at the

following rates

wfþ;0g ¼ m; ð1Þ

wf0;�g ¼ d; ð2Þ

w �;0gf ¼ r þ f � qþj�; ð3Þ

w 0;þgf ¼ d � qþ þ ð1 � dÞ � qþj0
� �

b� c � qþ
� �

: ð4Þ

The parameters of the model and the values of

the parameters used in this work are reported in

Table 1. A more detailed description of the baseline

cellular automata model used in this work can be

found at Kéfi and others (2007a, b).

We included ecohydrological feedbacks between

resource redistribution and changes in plant cover

by making plant establishment on an empty cell

dependent on both the positive and negative ef-

fects of bare-soil connectivity (Figure 1). To

quantify bare-soil connectivity, we used Flow-

length, a well-known connectivity metric that is

being increasingly used as an indicator of hydro-

logical connectivity and ecosystem functioning in

drylands (Liu and others 2013; Muñoz-Robles and

others 2013; Okin and others 2015) and that has

been successfully tested against water and soil loss

measurements at the slope and catchment scales

(Mayor and others 2008). Flowlength calculates

the length of the potential runoff pathways in a

landscape considering both vegetation pattern and

topography, assuming that bare-soil areas (that is,

empty or degraded cells in the model) are sources

of runoff and sediments that are trapped by

downslope vegetated areas (see Mayor and others

2008 for further details). The degree of upslope

hydrological connectivity of each cell (hereafter,

local connectivity), calculated as the sum of the

lengths of the runoff pathways that leave each

and all upslope bare-soil cells and that reach the

cell (Figure 2), was used as a proxy for the

potential amount of resources arriving to the cell

as carried by runoff. The hydrological connectivity

of the whole system (hereafter, global connectiv-

ity), calculated as the average length of the runoff

pathways that leave each and all bare-soil cells in

the lattice (Figure 2), was used as a surrogate of

the net loss of resources.

The negative influence of the net loss of re-

sources from the system (global connectivity) on

plant establishment, and hence on the increase in

vegetation cover, was included in the model as:

Table 1. Parameters of the Model and Values of the Parameters Used in this Work

Symbol Definition Value

q+ Density of vegetated sites

qi|j Probability of finding a site i in the neighbourhood of a site in state j

m Mortality probability of a vegetated site 0.2

f Local facilitation strength: maximum effect of a neighbouring vegetated site on the regeneration of a

degraded site

0.9

b Intrinsic seed production rate per vegetated site; ‘‘survival probability’’, ‘‘germination probability’’

� Establishment probability of seeds on an empty site in a system without competition

b Establishment probability of plants on an empty site in a system without competition (= b�). Measures

the severity of the environmental conditions; a lower b value reflects a higher aridity level

0–1

d Fraction of seeds globally dispersed 0.1

g Competitive effect of the global density of vegetated sites on the establishment of new individuals

c bg 0.2

r Regeneration probability of a degraded site without vegetation in its neighbourhood 0.01

d Degradation probability of empty sites 0.1

a Strength of feedback between plant functioning and vegetation pattern via the global loss of resources 0–1

c Strength of feedback between plant functioning and vegetation pattern via the local gain of resources 0–1

FL Flowlength index 0–26.7

FLmax Maximum value of the global connectivity 26.7

flvegmax Maximum value of the local connectivity of neighbour vegetated cells 7901.5

1500 A. G. Mayor and others



b0 ¼ b � 1 � a � FL

FLmax

� �
; ð5Þ

where b¢ is the plant establishment affected by the

global loss of resources from the system; b is the

potential plant establishment, as defined in the

original model (Kéfi and others 2007b); a modu-

lates the dependence of plant establishment on the

global connectivity, and thus it represents the

strength of the global feedback (left feedback in

Figure 1); FL is the global connectivity; and FLmax

is the maximum value of the global connectivity,

which is obtained from a lattice without vegetated

cells and thus with a maximum runoff potential.

Plant establishment is negatively affected by in-

creased global connectivity when a > 0. The pos-

itive influence of the transfer of resources from

bare-soil areas to vegetation patches on plant

establishment and patch growth was modelled as:

b00 ¼ b0 þ cð1 � b0ÞH flveg

flvegmax

� �
; ð6Þ

where b¢¢ is plant establishment affected by both

the local gain and the global loss of resources; c
modulates the dependence of plant establishment

on the local connectivity, and thus, it represents

the strength of the local feedback (right feedback in

Figure 1); flveg is the sum of the local connectivity

of the vegetated cells in the 8-neighbourhood

(cumulative local connectivity); flvegmax is the

maximum cumulative local connectivity in the

lattice; and H(x) is a saturation function such that:

HðxÞ ¼ 3x; x< 1
3

1; x � 1
3
:

�
ð7Þ

Plant establishment is positively affected by in-

creased connectivity when c > 0. The values of FL,

FLmax, flveg, and flvegmax depend on the topo-

graphic parameterization of the lattice, which to-

gether with the spatial distribution of the vegetated

cells is needed to calculate the length of the runoff

flowpaths with Flowlength. In this work, we con-

sidered a lattice of 100 9 100 cells of size

0.5 9 0.5 m2 (that is, size of an average adult plant

individual) on a planar slope with an angle of 20�.
For a planar slope lattice, the maximum cumulative

local connectivity of neighbouring vegetated cells

(flvegmax), considering an 8-neighbourhood, cor-

responds to the sum of the flowpaths arriving to

three vegetated cells each located at the last row of

three bare-soil columns.

Simulation Experiments and Data
Analyses

We simulated gradients of increasing and decreas-

ing environmental pressure, representing degrada-

tion and recovery pathways, respectively, and

evaluated the model outcomes for different com-

binations of strengths of the global and local con-

nectivity feedbacks (a and c, respectively). The

gradients of environmental pressure were simu-

lated by varying values of the potential plant

establishment (b), used as a surrogate of the quality

of the environmental conditions (higher b meaning

better conditions and thus lower pressure). For

each value of b, the simulations for the degradation

pathway started from high vegetation cover (ran-

dom distribution of 90% vegetated cells, 5% empty

cells, and 5% degraded cells) and the simulations of

the recovery pathway started from low vegetation

cover (random distribution of 1% vegetated cells,

9% empty cells, and 90% degraded cells). Simula-

tions were run until steady state for both vegeta-

tion cover and global hydrological connectivity

(that is, FL). For each combination of b, a, and c, we

assessed the ecosystem steady state (measured as

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the global and

local connectivity for a hypothetical lattice of 3 9 3 cells

on a planar slope. Green cells are vegetation, and white

cells are (empty or degraded) bare soil. The number in

each cell represents either the length of the runoff

pathway that leave the cell (Global connectivity) or the

sum of the lengths of the runoff pathways that reach the

cell (local connectivity). Global connectivity has a single

value for the whole lattice and is calculated as the

average length of the runoff pathways that leave each

and all cells in the lattice. Vegetated cells are assumed to

be runoff sinks, and as such, the length of their runoff

pathway is always zero. In this example global

connectivity is 1.22 length units ((3 + 2+1 + 2+1 +

0+1 + 0+1)/9). Local connectivity has a value for each

cell that is calculated as the sum of the lengths of the

runoff pathways that leave each and all upslope bare-soil

cells and that reach the cell. Only local connectivity

values of vegetated cells (1 and 3 length units in the

given example) are used in the model (Eq. 6). The arrows

point in the flow direction (Color figure online).
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the proportion of vegetated cells in the steady-state

lattice), the minimum value of environmental

pressure (b) for which equilibrium vegetation cover

is higher than 1% (which we define as a cover

threshold for full degradation) along both the

degradation and recovery pathways (bdeg and brec,

respectively); these two values of b form the

boundary of environmental pressure for which the

system is bistable. The model is not deterministic,

and thus the simulation results for a given combi-

nation of parameters vary, in particular when

approaching a sudden shift. For this reason, for

each parameter combination, we repeated the

simulation 20 times to more accurately describe the

system behaviour estimating bdeg from the average

of the 20 values and brec as the minimum b value

for which vegetation cover is higher than 1% for at

least 50% of the simulation repetitions. For

parameter combinations not showing recovery

under optimal environmental conditions (b = 1) in

at least 50% of the simulation repetitions, brec was

not estimated.

To quantify the effects of a and c combinations

on the spatial patterns of the steady-state vegeta-

tion, we measured the connectivity of the bare-soil

areas (Flowlength index), the patch density, and

the average and standard deviation of the distance

of the vegetated cells to the lattice bottom. At the

patch level, we measured the average patch size,

the average patch squareness (that is, the extent to

which the shape of the patch resembles a quadrat,

estimated as the amount of cells in the patch di-

vided by the amount of cells in the smallest

bounding or enclosing box; a squareness of 1 equals

the shape of a quadrat and decreases with

increasing complexity of the shape), and the aver-

age length of the upslope edge of patches (that is,

the length of the patch edge that is across the slope

and thus can effectively trap surface flows). We

defined a vegetation patch as a group of vegetation

cells connected to each other by at least one of the

eight neighbouring cells.

RESULTS

On Dryland Dynamics and Catastrophic
Shifts

The combined effect of different strengths of the

global and local feedbacks (a and c, respectively)

shaped the degradation and recovery trajectories of

steady-state vegetation cover in response to the

variation in the potential plant establishment (pa-

rameter b, representing the quality of environ-

mental conditions) in the simulated dryland

(Figure 3). For a gradual worsening of environ-

mental conditions (decreasing b), an increase in the

strength of the (positive) global feedback increased

the risk of a sudden (discontinuous) shift to a de-

graded state. Increasing the strength of the global

feedback also resulted in a decreasing probability of

recovery from a degraded stable state with the

improvement of environmental conditions (in-

creasing b), with high strength values preventing

any recovery, even for optimal environmental

conditions (that is, b = 1), unless combined with

moderate to high strength of the local feedback. On

the contrary, an increase in the strength of the local

feedback increased the probability of recovery from

a degraded state and allowed lower values of veg-

etation cover at steady state for both the degrada-

tion and the recovery pathways, preventing the

occurrence of degradation regime shifts for high

strength values, yet only when combined with low

strengths of the global feedback. The variation in

the strengths of both feedbacks had a stronger ef-

fect on the recovery than on the degradation

pathway. Thus, for instance, increasing values in

the strength of the local feedback hardly changed

the degradation pathway for moderate–high values

in the strength of the global feedback (a ‡ 0.5), but

they still increased the recovery potential. Further,

increasing strengths of the global feedback com-

bined with decreasing strengths of the local feed-

back increased the size of the bistability window

(bistability, distance along the X-axis between

downward and upward arrows in each panel of

Figure 3) and thus the range of environmental

conditions for which both healthy and degraded

stable states were possible. This increase in bista-

bility was mainly due to an increase in the mini-

mum value of environmental conditions for which

recovery was possible (brec, upward green arrows in

Figure 3), as the threshold environmental condi-

tions for the degradation shift (bdeg, downward grey

arrows in Figure 3) were less sensitive to the vari-

ation in the strengths of any of the two feedbacks.

On the Spatial Structure of Vegetation
Cover

For steady-state vegetation cover higher than

� 20–25%, we did not find any effect of the

different strength combinations of the global and

local feedbacks on the vegetation spatial struc-

ture (results not shown). However, for lower

values of vegetation cover (only stable for low

strengths of the global feedback; Figure 3), and

relative high strength of the local feedback, we

found vegetation patches of higher average size,

1502 A. G. Mayor and others



less square shape, and longer upslope edge than

for the model without local feedback (Figure 4A,

B). Also, the vegetation patches tended to be

located lower in the lattice (lower average dis-

tance of vegetated cells to the bottom row) and

to form a banded pattern (lower standard devi-

ation of the distance of vegetated cells to the

bottom row) with lower bare-soil connectivity

(that is, lower Flowlength) (Figure 4A, B). Be-

cause of the impact of the local connectivity on

the spatial variation of plant establishment (b¢¢),
plant establishment becomes highest in the

lower part of the lattice and in the upper side of

the patches for lower values of vegetation cover

and relative high strength of the local feedback

(Figure 4C).

DISCUSSION

Positive and Negative Connectivity-
Mediated Feedbacks as Modulators
of Regime Shifts

Using a spatially explicit model of dryland vegeta-

tion dynamics, we showed that the interplay of two

Figure 3. Equilibrium vegetation cover in relation to changing environmental conditions (b, a lower value represents

harsher conditions) for several combinations of strengths of the global (a) and local (c) connectivity-mediated

ecohydrological feedbacks along degradation and recovery pathways (grey and green circles, respectively, see data

analyses section for details). Results from 20 simulation repetitions for each parameter combination. The transparency of

the symbols corresponds to the frequency of the vegetation cover value (fully transparent means 0% and fully opaque

means > 50%). The arrows in each panel indicate the threshold environmental conditions for degradation and recovery

shifts (bdeg and brec, respectively), being the distance between them the range of environmental pressure that leads to

bistability in the system. For parameter combinations not showing recovery under optimal environmental conditions

(b = 1) in at least 50% of the simulation repetitions, brec cannot be calculated and upward arrows are not shown. Values of

the model parameters as in Table 1 (Color figure online).
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simple ecohydrological feedbacks of opposite sign

between vegetation cover and resource redistribu-

tion controls vegetation dynamics and modulates

the transitions between healthy and degraded

stable states in dryland ecosystems. Increasing

strengths of a positive feedback loop between the

connectivity of the bare-soil areas, the global loss of

resources from the system, and the loss of vegeta-

tion cover (global feedback) decrease the resilience

and the recovery potential of the ecosystem. In

contrast, increasing strengths of a negative feed-

back loop between the connectivity of the bare-soil

areas, the redistribution of resources from bare-soil

areas to vegetated areas, and the local increase in

vegetation cover (local feedback) decrease the risk

of discontinuous transitions and facilitate the

ecosystem recovery from a degraded state.

Identified as key essential mechanisms promot-

ing shifts between alternative stable states, positive

feedbacks have been the focus of most former

theoretical and empirical studies on the potential

for catastrophic shifts in dryland ecosystems (Sch-

lesinger and others 1990; Rietkerk and van de

Koppel 1997; Mayor and others 2013; Mora and

Figure 4. Impact of the local connectivity-mediated ecohydrological feedback on vegetation pattern. Examples of

simulations made without connectivity feedbacks (a = 0, c = 0; no feedback) and with a strong local connectivity feedback

(a = 0, c = 0.7; local feedback). A Comparison of several indicators of vegetation patchiness at the patch and landscape

scales (upper and lower row, respectively). A squareness of 1 corresponds to the shape of a quadrat, and the value

decreases with increasing complexity of the shape. B Snapshot of the vegetation at the end of the simulation. Green:

vegetated cell. Dark brown: empty cell. Light brown: degraded cell; worsening environmental conditions from left to right:

b = 0.13, cover = 0.11; b = 0.11, cover= 0.08; b = 0.08, cover = 0.06; b = 0.07, cover= 0.04. C Snapshot of plant

establishment (b¢¢, blue colour gradient) and vegetated cells (green) at the end of the local feedback simulation example in

(B) with cover = 0.04. m = 0.05, r = 0. Other values of the model parameters as in Table 1 (Color figure online).
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Lázaro 2013; Burg and others 2014). Conversely,

negative feedbacks are, when considered, only

tacitly implied in most of the former studies on this

topic. Negative feedbacks are omnipresent in

ecosystems, playing a critical role in regulatory and

stabilizing mechanisms (Rosenzweig and Ma-

cArthur 1963; Patten and Odum 1981; Soto-Ortiz

2015), yet, surprisingly, little is known about how

varying strength or importance of negative feed-

backs could counterbalance or reverse the ampli-

fying effects of positive feedbacks. So far, only a few

attempts have been made to explicitly consider the

impacts of both types of feedbacks on dryland

dynamics. Reviewing several well-known exam-

ples of state transitions in drylands, such as grass-

land to shrubland conversions, Briske and others

(2006) and Turnbull and others (2012) proposed

conceptual frameworks aimed to associate sudden

transitions in ecosystem states with changes in the

dominant type of the feedbacks involved (for

example, self-correcting vs self-reinforcing or neg-

ative vs positive feedbacks) in response to external

forcing. However, the feedbacks illustrated in those

studies were in all cases positive feedbacks that

varied in strength and/or direction, such as the

feedbacks between frequent fires and higher grass-

to-shrub ratio, and between fire suppression and

lower grass-to-shrub ratio, which in turn would

lead to fewer fires. Both cases in that example

imply positive feedback loops by which vegetation

communities of both alternative states modify the

same factor (that is, fire frequency), but in opposite

directions (Wilson and Agnew 1992). Following a

process-based modelling approach, several recent

works have developed spatially explicit models that

interlink vegetation and runoff source–sink

dynamics (Popp and others 2009; Stewart and

others 2014). The implementation of these models,

particularly tailored to investigate shrub

encroachment and the impact of grazing pressure

and drought in arid rangelands, provided evidence

for the importance of connectivity-mediated and

directional processes as modulators of changes in

vegetation composition and productivity. Here we

developed a simpler general model that enabled us

to evaluate the relative and combined roles of

various strengths of positive and negative feedbacks

in shaping dryland response to both increasing and

decreasing environmental pressures. The model

outcomes support the notion that, in general,

catastrophic shifts to degraded states are less likely

to occur in drylands with strong local negative

ecohydrological feedbacks mediated by the hydro-

logical connectivity of the system (that is, strong

source–sink dynamics and/or strong response of

vegetation growth to this resource redistribution).

This result could contribute to explain the general

stability found in many degraded drylands world-

wide, which often maintain very low vegetation

cover despite being submitted to multiple distur-

bances and pressures (Mora and Lázaro 2013;

Berdugo and others 2017). In case of discontinuous

transitions between states, strong negative feed-

backs seem to largely facilitate the ecosystem

recovery from a degraded stable state with very low

vegetation cover, a facet of dryland dynamics much

less explored in previous studies. In fact, our

modelling results revealed an overall stronger im-

pact of feedback strength on the recovery than on

the degradation trajectory. This asymmetry proba-

bly relates to the general nonlinear increase in

hydrological connectivity with decreasing vegeta-

tion (Rodrı́guez and others 2018) and, thus, to the

stronger importance of the connectivity-mediated

feedbacks for small values of vegetation cover,

which are more likely in the recovery trajectories.

This is supported by field data from Mediterranean

drylands that showed more intense effects of runoff

redistribution from bare soils to plant patches for

low than for high hillslope vegetation cover (Espi-

gares and others 2013).

On the Strength of Connectivity-
Mediated Feedbacks

Important and challenging questions to be an-

swered include the factors that influence the

strength of the connectivity-mediated positive and

negative ecohydrological feedbacks (a and c in our

model), and the set of conditions that would lead to

a higher strength of the local negative feedback

relative to the global positive one, provided that

both types are mediated by changes in bare-soil

connectivity. Furthermore, there is still very lim-

ited empirical knowledge on the type of functions

that would better describe the links between the

different components of the feedback loops. For

example, the well-documented linear increase in

runoff with the increase in bare-soil connectivity

(Bautista and others 2007; Ludwig and others

2007; Mayor and others 2008) contrasts with the

lack of information on how this increase in runoff

would in turn affect plant biomass production and

on how runoff inputs from bare-soil areas would

modulate the growth of the downslope vegetation

patches. Based on the linear relationships between

rainfall and plant biomass most commonly reported

for dryland landscapes (for example, Du Plessis

1999; Zhu and Southworth 2013; Salimon and

Anderson 2017), we adopted the parsimonious
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assumption of linear changes in plant establish-

ment in response to changes in resource availability

driven by runoff redistribution and losses. We used,

however, a saturation function relating plant

establishment and local connectivity to simulate

the limited sink capacity of vegetation patches

(Puigdefabregas and others 1999; Ludwig and

others 2005; Mayor and others 2009). With the

current parameterization of the model (that is,

lattice of 100 9 100 cells of size 0.5 9 0.5 m2 on a

planar slope with an angle of 20�, and 1/3 in Eq. 7),

this ‘‘saturation’’ of the local feedback occurs for

bare-soil lengths of approximately 17 m (that is,

slope length/3), which is a conservative assumption

relative to the few data available on the relation-

ship between plant performance and upslope run-

off-contributing area (Urgeghe and Bautista 2015).

Regardless of the type of relationship between

plant establishment and runoff-driven resource

gains and losses, a variety of abiotic and biotic

factors could modulate the strength of the global

and local connectivity-mediated feedbacks, which

could therefore vary across ecosystem types and

environmental gradients. Thus, large and/or in-

tense rainfalls, surface-compacted soils, and steep

slopes favour more frequent and higher runoff

events with longer runoff pathways (for example,

Mayor and others 2008; Magliano and others

2015), potentially increasing the strength of both

the global and the local feedbacks. However, once

the sink capacity of the plant patches saturates,

further increases in runoff amount or length would

only increase the strength of the global feedback.

Similarly, soils prone to erosion and rill formation

could promote microtopography changes that di-

vert runoff around vegetation patches (Chen and

others 2013), decreasing the runoff-driven inputs

to the patch and in turn increasing the strength of

the global feedback. In this way, the role of a

number of factors that have been previously iden-

tified as facilitators of dryland degradation can be

explained in terms of their contribution to enhance

the importance of the global positive ecohydro-

logical feedback relative to the local negative one.

The biotic controls of the strength of the con-

nectivity-mediated feedbacks relate to plant traits

that could modulate the efficiency of plant patches

in capturing and storing runoff-driven resources,

and the response of the plant species to variations

in resource availability. In general, plants with

dense ground cover and thick litter layers are most

efficient at capturing runoff (Mayor and others

2009), which contributes to increase the relative

strength of the local feedback. However, plant

growth can only benefit from runoff inputs and

thereby contribute to the local negative feedback,

when the resulting increase in soil moisture occurs

at depths that coincide with the bulk of the plant

root system. In this way, shallow-rooted plants

such as grasses or small shrubs would reinforce the

local negative feedback, when combined with

conditions leading to shallow wetting fronts from

runoff inputs (Pockman and Small 2010), while

deep-rooted plants such as tall shrubs would in-

crease the strength of the local feedback for con-

ditions leading to deeper wetting fronts (Moreno-

Gutiérrez and others 2012), conditions that can

also be promoted by the shrub root system

(Puigdefabregas and others 1999; Whitford 2002).

Expected climatic changes towards more concen-

trated rainfalls in dryland regions (IPCC 2014) may

result in deeper soil wetting and thus in a com-

petitive advantage for deep-rooted relative to

shallow-rooted species (Yu and others 2017), par-

ticularly if deep roots combine with traits that en-

hance the efficiency in capturing runoff. Rooting

depth and water-use strategies of the species would

also affect the response of the plant species to

decreasing effective rainfall (for example, due to

increasing runoff-driven losses), with shallow-

rooting and isohydric species exhibiting the most

constrained growth in case of increasing dryness

(Mcdowell and others 2008; West and others

2012), and therefore the highest potential to rein-

forcing the global positive feedback towards

degradation. Nevertheless, there is further com-

plexity to consider as large variability in resource

use is also possible between coexisting grasses,

coexisting shrubs, or mixed patches with shrubs

and grasses (Gebauer and others 2002; Huxman

and others 2008; Moreno-Gutiérrez and others

2012). Actually, empirical evidence on how water-

use trade-offs influence the structure of dryland

communities is still rather limited and a topic of

active research (Shriver 2017).

Impact of Connectivity-Mediated
Feedbacks on Vegetation Pattern

The local connectivity (bare-soil connectivity of

upslope vegetation patches) has a clear directional

influence on the spatial variation of plant estab-

lishment, which is generally enhanced in the up-

slope side of the patches. As predicted by the

model, a higher strength of the local feedback

promoted a higher degree of anisotropy in the

vegetation pattern. Thus, under a dominance of the

local connectivity-mediated feedback and low

vegetation cover, the model predicts fewer and

larger vegetation patches elongated across slope,
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and therefore with higher potential for breaking

the global hydrological connectivity. Due to the

influence of local facilitation (Kéfi and others

2007b) and runoff-driven resource inputs, local

colonization of any given bare-soil area is higher

when neighbouring areas are both vegetated and

with high upslope bare-soil connectivity, which

facilitates the generation of banded patterns. This

effect of local connectivity on the vegetation pat-

tern is only observed for small values of vegetation

cover, which is clearly consistent with the fact that

the effects of the connectivity-mediated feedbacks

are most relevant at low cover values. Vegetation

bands perpendicular to the slope are common in

healthy states of regular vegetation patterns (De-

blauwe and others 2008), yet they have also been

observed in irregular patterns (that is, without

characteristic patch size) like those predicted by our

model, especially in situations with low vegetation

cover and high surface redistribution of runoff and

sediments (Cammeraat and Imeson 1999; Boer and

Puigdefábregas 2005). The distance between vege-

tation bands would reflect the runoff redistribution

length that optimizes plant performance. As sug-

gested by Puigdefabregas and others (1999) in their

seminal work on water and sediment redistribution

processes, vegetation patches would negatively af-

fect downslope patches located at a shorter distance

than the optimal redistribution length and plant

patterns would partly reflect patterns of competi-

tion intensity for runoff water.

Contrary to the influence of the local connec-

tivity feedback, the loss of resources mediated by

the global bare-soil connectivity is assumed to de-

crease the overall potential for plant establishment

homogeneously across space, as it basically entails a

decrease in effective rainfall. However, due to the

directional nature of connectivity (it follows topo-

graphic gradients), we could expect a relative

accumulation of resources towards lower slope

positions (Law and others 2012). Although we did

not consider this gradient in our model, its most

probable effect would be an increase in the prob-

ability of plant establishment on the lowest position

of the slopes and thus a further increase in the

anisotropy of the vegetation pattern.

Implications for Dryland Restoration

Suding and others (2004) were pioneers in

proposing a framework linking alternative ecosys-

tem state theory to restoration ecology. In that

work, the authors highlighted that positive feed-

backs can make a degraded system resilient to

restoration and that the disruption of these feed-

backs was needed to re-establish ecosystem func-

tion and resilience. Following on this idea and the

outputs of our model, we propose that restoration

strategies for the recovery of degraded drylands

should focus on manipulating the connectivity-

mediated feedbacks by disrupting the global posi-

tive feedback while increasing the strength of the

local negative feedback. Breaking the positive

feedback between resource loss and vegetation loss

can be successfully achieved by applying a simple

restoration strategy: placing piles of branches reg-

ularly spaced and following contour lines on the

target degraded slopes (Ludwig and Tongway 1996;

Kimiti and others 2017). Similarly, arranging

planted or seeded vegetation in a staggered pattern

contributes to reduce the global bare-soil connec-

tivity of the area and in turn maximizes the local

bare-soil connectivity to the whole set of intro-

duced vegetation patches. The benefits of the

redistribution of resources from bare-soil to vege-

tation patches, one of the processes included in the

local feedback, have long been exploited for

restoration purposes by means of runoff-harvesting

techniques (Bainbridge 2007; Paz-Kagan and oth-

ers 2017). More recently, a number of plantation

techniques that recreate the sink function of veg-

etation patches, decrease the runoff generation

threshold, and/or redirect runoff towards the

planting hole, have proven successful in improving

survival and growth of introduced seedlings, par-

ticularly in sites with high bare-soil connectivity

and thus high potential for runoff redistribution,

which is the most common case in degraded areas

(Urgeghe and Bautista 2015; Fuentes and others

2017).

The local feedback could also be strengthened by

creating plant patches with species mixes that

combine shallow- and deep-rooted systems and

morphologies that facilitate trapping and redirect-

ing runoff water towards deeper soil layers such as

dense ground cover and V-shaped canopies,

respectively. In this way, the capture and deep

infiltration of the extra runoff water generated in

large bare-soil areas is maximized (Mayor and

others 2009), which in turn would enhance plant

growth. Deep-rooting tall shrubs with dense ca-

nopies and thick litter layers have a great potential

for ameliorating environmental conditions and also

fostering local facilitation (Soliveres and others

2014), thus further decreasing the risk of state

transitions (Kéfi and others 2007b). To the best of

our knowledge, increasing the strength of the local

feedback by manipulating the biotic structure of

the community, applied independently or in com-

bination with actions that disrupt the global feed-
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back, has never been tested as a restoration strat-

egy. However, there is an increasing attention on

the role of fine-scale planting arrangements in

fostering the recovery of ecosystem functions,

including water and nutrient capture (McCallum

and others 2018). Interestingly, our modelling re-

sults point to a higher sensitivity of the recovery

pathways to the interplay of the feedbacks, which

suggests that the manipulation of the connectivity-

mediated feedbacks could be particularly useful to

increase restoration success in degraded drylands.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new conceptual and modelling

framework for the study of dryland regime shifts

that integrates two connectivity-mediated ecohy-

drological feedbacks of opposite sign and that

operate at different scales: a global positive feed-

back and a local negative feedback between chan-

ges in bare-soil connectivity and vegetation growth

at the ecosystem and at the vegetation patch scales,

respectively. We used this framework to evaluate

the interplay of varying strengths of positive and

negative feedbacks on dryland response to envi-

ronmental pressure, which has seldom been

investigated. Our findings suggest that catastrophic

regime shifts to degraded states are less likely in

drylands with strong local negative feedbacks be-

tween vegetation cover and runoff-driven redistri-

bution of resources from bare-soil areas to

vegetated patches. Further, even in case of dis-

continuous transitions between healthy and de-

graded ecosystem states, strong negative feedbacks

seem to largely facilitate the recovery of degraded

states with very low vegetation cover. These results

point to the potential of feedback manipulation for

dryland restoration by designing strategies that

disrupt the global feedback while increasing the

strength of the local feedback. Knowledge on the

manipulation of the strength of these feedbacks

might be a sufficient first step to aid restoration

even if we cannot predict if the ecosystem corre-

sponds to a threshold model with or without hys-

teresis. However, defining the strength of these

feedbacks is still very challenging due to the limited

empirical knowledge on the functional forms

describing the links between some of the feedbacks

components and on the importance of the multiple

factors that may affect the feedback strength. Fi-

nally, our model is able to represent the increasing

anisotropy of irregular vegetation patterns ob-

served in drylands in situations of low vegetation

cover and high redistribution of resources. This

pattern effect is more likely to occur in drylands

with strong negative ecohydrological feedbacks

and, thus, with a higher recovery potential.
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